
4-- :~to the fundamental, but largely ignored, work of Sewall Wright in.d~¢ dif--

ficult and contentious field of identification in deina]ld and supply equations.

In 1928 it appears that Wrigh~ and his father P.G. Wright took

the classical static supply-demand model -

D S D    S
(1) q = ¢.p+u, q =/~p+ 6, q =q (=q).

(

They state that "the elasticities of supply and demand cannot be computed

from price, output and consumption data alone (ESRI pr~octitioners please

note ~ ) ... Elasticity. of supply (demand) can be computed only when asstlr-

ance is obtained that the cost (demand) curve remains fixed while the demand

(cost) curve is changing its position ..... " The latter langu.age, even in the

light of later work by S. Wright mid explanation by Goldberger, is somewhat

obscure. The object of this note is to try to mal:~ it clearer. The Wright’s

algebra helps to show what is meant. Suppose we have another v:~riable z -

we may assume that we are dealing with time series for all variables - for

which C(z, v ) (C = covariance) may be assumed zero but C(z,u) is not zero.

We have anot, her variab].e x with the opposite properties C(x, u) is zero but

C(x, v ) is not zero. Then -

(2) f/ = C(q,z)/C(p,z); ~- = C(q,x)/C(p,x).

d "

We need not trouble with estimation symbols, ~9 etc. The point is that z

arm x are revealed as instrumental variables in which field O Reiers~t

and R. C. Geary were early researchers. (Though irrelevant Geary n~ay
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recall a result: if,in the notation of (21, variables (p, q, z) are distributed

on the 3-dimensional normal surface, f(~ ), the function f being l~zox~l h]

form, is distributed as Student--Fisher t.) Of course, in (2), the eovariances

involved in the denominators are deemed to be significantly different from

zero. The Wrights applied their method to estimation of price elasticities

of demand and supply of butter anf flaxseed to find for ( ~, ~ ), (-0.6, 1.4)

and (-0.8, 2.4), plausible as having the "right" signs.

Suppose that,~ instead of (I), our system is -

D
Demand : q = ~ p + Y’z +u’

S
(3) Supply : q = ~ p + o~ ’x + ~ ’

D S
q =q =q

The scalar ~ ’zwill contain as many as required of demand exogeneus

varF.bles (exos). Similarly as regards the .~ ’x of the supply equation.

The vectors z and x may have some elements in eon-,mc’a, i.e. variables

x~hich can be regarded as both demand and supply (like p itself). How-

ever, each equation is assumed to be identifiable.

If model (3) be set up having full regard to economic theory

and the coefficients Y ~ ~ estimated by FIML there are tests to show

whether the model is a satisfactory representation of the data: these bear on

the new residuals, u’ and tr ’. Having regard to (1) we may set -

U= ~ ’Z -tU~
�~p ,%.$

(4) ~ ~ ’x +v ’

If we have done our work properly we may plausibly assume that

u’ and ~ ’ are completely random variabtes, algebraically interpretable as that

I,
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their covariance with one another and with all other variables is zero.

With Goldberger, from now on we regard Y’z and o~ ’x

as single terms, Y z and 0~x respectively: z and x may be regarded as

genuinely si1~gle specific variables related to p and q, or proxies (perhaps

principal components) for sets of variables. Goldbergerls interpretation

of Sewall Wright’s 1934 position contemplates the model -

(i) q= ~.p+~fz+.u’

(5) (ii) q= /~p +

(We bypass for the moment the difficulty that if (5) is a system of 2 equations

with 2 endos p and q and u’ and v disturbances, the first equation is formally

not identified. ) The instrument z, we are told, might be "the price of a sub-

stitute or an index of prosperity". The property of non-shifting of the supply

curve is algebraically interpreted as C (z, v ) = 0.

As Goldberger points out, in (5) there are 5 estimable mome~ts,

V(q) [ V = variance ] , V(p), C (q,p), C(z,q), C(z,p)and 6 parameters ~ ,

P , Y , V(u’), V( v ), C(u’, v ). The system is formally under-identified.

However, as already indicated, we have no difficulty about assuming that

C(u’~ v ) is zero so we are left with 5 parameters and (in effect) 5 linear

equations for which, in general, there is an unique solution - set, perfeclly iden-.

tifiable.

So far Goldberger. As a comment: The coefficients ct and

/~ in (5) are estimated as follows, Using the data and properties specified.

Multiply (5) (ii) across by z, sum and average. Hence ~ = C(z,q)/C(z,pi

since C(z, t, ) = 0. Hence v = q - ~ p is lmown. Multiplying (5) (i)

across by v , so calculated, summing and averaging C(q, v ) = ~ C(p,V )

since C(z, ~) and C (u’, v ) are zero. Compare these formula with those
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in the text for model (I).

I do not see how to estimate T without a further

assumption. The most natnral is perhaps that, in (5) (i), C(z,u’) is zero,

whence -

C(q, z) = ~ C(p, z) + %" V(z),

giving T , since a. is already lmown.

According to Goldberger, Wright states that ~’if

the assumption [that C(u’,

model -

(6)

v)=0] is not justified" we use the fuller

z

with 7 estimable moments, V(q), V(p), C(q,p),

and to determine 7 parameters, a , p , Y , 5’

Goldberger, of course, indicates the difficulty that C(u’, v,) almost by

definition, is likely to be zero, so that there are, in reality, only 6 para-

meters. The system is overidentiffed.

C(z,q), c(z,p), C(x,q),

, V(u’), V( ~’ ’) and C(~:’, t~ ).

At the time (ca. 1940) Reiers~l and Geary, independently

and almost simultaneously, produced a purely algebraic (i. e. with no regard

to economics) solution there was little consciousness then of systems of

equations (e. g. 2 in the supply-demand case) and their special problems,

identification in particular. Our problem was the estimation of coefficients

in the single equation model. Nor were we troubled about the distinction

between endos and exos, and causation. Tile single linear model is -

k
(7) i= ~1i9 ixit+ut=0, t=l, 2..., T,

t being time or cross-section. We assumed that we were given a large number

of variables X.1, with      xit    = Xit - X..1 One B           i in (7) (the numeraire is supposed
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known, say Lmity. The problem was to estimate the remaining (k--l) variables.

The k variables in (7) are called the equation set.

We assume also available k’ additional vai~iables,where k’ ~ k - 1, say

xk+j, j=l, 2, ..., ld, the instruments. Pick any (k-l) of these, num-

bering them consecutively from j = 1. Multip~ly (7) across by Xk+ j ,t and

sum for t -

k
z p xk j)+C(u, j)=0(s) i=l iC(xi’ + xk+

We now assume that the disturbance u in (7) is a random variable, (as random

as we can make it ’) so that the last C on the left of (8) may be assumed to be

not significantly different from zero so that the equation system is -

k
(9) i=Zl~i C(xi’ Xk+j)"=0’ j =1, 2, ..., k- 1,

from which the (k - 1) values of ~. will be estimatcd.
1

The method is ruthlessly empirical. We. assume

given (k + k’)= Kvariables to start with. We would then try out (7) for

k = 2, 3 etc. the test of completeness of relationship being that disturbance

u w.,s random.. Geary even evolved large sample significance tests for the

estimates, unfortunately inoperable in the pre--computer age, but perhaps

worthy of a glance, as to practability, nowadays. There was even an

asymptotic theory for determining how many linear equations of the type

required in the K sets, using an approximate chi-squared test but unfor-

tunately not identifying the variables in each equation.

Clearly Sewall Wright would have used equation

systems like (9) in his theory.
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The Reiers~l-Geary theory was evolved mainly to

deal with the errors in variables situation: all equation variables are regarded

as subject to error. Regression is a particular ease of the R-G theory,

namely that of one variable being subject to error (i. e. the depvar) all the

rest (i. e, the indvsrs) being accurately M~served. The standard equations

of OLS regression are those of (9) in whieh the (k - I) instrumental variables

are the indvars.

I do not think that there is any need for recourse

to Reiers~l-Geary to evolve demand and supply equations, for here we can

regard ourselves as in a cause-effect situation. The equations at (3) are

to be regarded as explaining q in two entirely different ways. If economic

theory be properly applied there is no very compelling reason why each

equation should not be solved separately. No doubt a considerable degree

of experimentation (i. e. what indvars to include in zand x~ will normally

be req~ired. Only if asymptotic efficiency of estimation is required need

recourse be had to FIML applied to the 2-equation system, for forecasting,

for example. Truth to say, there is little to be gained, and some lack of

clarity to be lost, by such rigid statistical rectitude.

Most of the trouble that arose in colmeetion with

estimation of demand and supply equations was due to trying to deal with

form (I), instead of form (3). As we now recognise, neither equation in

(i) is identified. We had only one classical way of tackling the problem,

namely OLS of q on p (or their logs). Only one equation tra~]spired and

there was vast disputation as to whether it was a demand equation or a

supply equation: in general it was neither,, if with a leaning towards demand

as frequently yielding a negative regression coefficient (i. e. price increases

associated with quantity decreases and vice versa).
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i agree with Goldberger that the ignoration of Sewal[

Wright was tragic for its postponement of tlle application of correct econo-

metric practice in this field. Henry Schultz is shown to be partictfl.arly at fa~J.t

in this regard, fc~r he was well aware of Wright’s approach, as Goldberger shows.

Although Schultz’s work The Theory and Measurement of Demm~.d (1~ ~8) is always

dubbed "classical", I recall finding it turgid and generally mlsatisfactory.

3 October 1973 R.C. Geary.


